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RazorPay offers payment processing solutions for

businesses. It offers solutions such as Razorpay

for payment gateways & link-based payment

solutions, RazorpayX for accelerating &

automating banking operations, Razorpay

Capital for working capital loans & corporate

credit cards, and more.
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Canada’s CDPQ, Neuberger Berman, Viking

Global Investors and Atreides Management 
USD 147 M -

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 160 M SERIES E

Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund GIC,

Sequoia India, Ribbit Capital, and Matrix

Partners

Tiger Global ManagementUSD 53 M SERIES D

Sapphire Ventures, Tiger Global and Insight

Venture Partners
USD 125 M SERIES G

Druva™ delivers data protection and

management for the cloud era. Druva Cloud

Platform is built on AWS and offered as-a-

Service; delivering globally accessible, infinitely

scalable and completely autonomous enterprise

data resiliency. 

ChargeBee provides subscription management

and recurring billing solutions for businesses. It

features solutions for automated recurring bills

including tax management, quotation &

invoicing, enterprise billing, etc

Pristyn Care is Health Care Startup that is

disrupting Elective Surgery Procedures.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD10 M SERIES A

Alpha Wave Incubation and GSV Ventures,

Sequoia Capital India’s Surge and AC

Ventures

USD 25 M SERIES B Tiger Global Management

CoinSwitch Kuber is a secure, user-friendly

platform for users in India, where they can buy

100+ cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum,

Ripple, etc easily, at the best rate, with a variety

of payment options being offered. 

CoLearn is an EdTech platform that empowers

tuition centers and tutors to create online

learning experiences for their students.

USD 9.5 M Alteria Capital-

DealShare is a fast-growing social e-commerce

startup, an online buying platform for multi-

category consumer products, focused on the new

'WhatsApp first'  India.

USD 13.5 M Debt Round Tata Digital

1mg is a digital consumer healthcare platform

that makes healthcare accessible,

understandable, and affordable. It allows users

to find information about medicines prescribed

by doctors and also buy it. 



Qapita, a software-as-a-service (SaaS) startup

that provides ESOPs and cap table management

solutions to private companies.

Sirona Hygiene is a new-age startup with a range

of category-defining Intimate & Menstrual

Hygiene products for Women.

Smart Joules provides HVAC management

systems with a pay-as-you-save agreement. It

invests in existing building structures in terms of

both hardware and software to reduce electricity

consumption.
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USD 3 M SERIES A NB Ventures and IAN Fund

USD 3.1 M
Fireside Ventures, 9Unicorns , Venture

Catalysts and other Angel Investors
-

Raintree Family Office, ADB Ventures, Sangam

Ventures, Max I Limited, cKinetics Accelerator and

other Angel Investors

USD 4.9 M -

MassMutual Ventures, Endiya Partners and other

Angel Investors
USD 5 M -

Fitterfly offers customized and personalized

wellness programs for diabetes PCOS,

pregnancy, weight loss, pediatric and nutrition.



Freyr Energy was founded on the principles of

making solar energy affordable and accessible

for everyone. In order to make adoption of solar

energy a reality at the grass-root level, it has

identified that consumer awareness, affordability

and accessibility play an integral role.
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Taikee is the B2B e-commerce app of Peel-Works

catering to kirana stores / Retailers. It has a

direct tie-up with leading FMCG brands, making

it convenient for grocery store owners.

USD 1.6 M
SME resellers, high network individuals, and

NBFCs
-

Venture Catalysts, 9 Unicorns and other Angel

Investors
USD 2.1 M PRE SERIES A

Total Carbon Neutrality Ventures, Schneider

Electric Energy Access Asia, and C4D Partners
USD 2.4 M -

TrulyMadly is a new, modern way to find true, mad

love. A platform that brings singles together

based on common interests and psychological

matching.

Optimized Electrotech Private Limited (OEPL) is

an Indian Electro-Optics company making

Indigenously Designed, Developed and

Manufactured (IDDM) Surveillance systems.

GVFL and other Angel InvestorsUSD 1.8 M -



Unbox Robotics is building software-defined

robotics platforms to enable logistics players to

automate and radically improve their operations

on-demand in a limited footprint and capital.
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Kalaari Capital, with participation from

CIIE.COUSD 0.85 M SEED ROUND

BEENEXT, Karthik Bhat (through his syndicate on

AngelList India) and others
USD 1.2 M PRE SERIES A 

Chara is a scalable, cloud-controlled, and rare

earth mineral free Hardware and Software

platform for the Switched Reluctance Motor and

other magnet free motor technologies.

MyDentalPlan is the FIRST organized effort in

India to make high-quality and standardised

dental care available to all at an affordable

price.

Safe Planet Medicare LLPUSD 0.7 M SEED ROUND

Orai is an iOS based and AI-powered mobile

application which helps a user to become a

better speaker. It uses deep learning to provide

insight about users speech quality to help them

understand their mistakes.

Inflection Point Ventures (IPV)USD 0.5 M PRE SERIES A
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ZFW uses an innovative capital-light approach to

help scale cloud kitchens & boost profitability.

ZFW’s portfolio consists of consumer brands

catering to Asian & Regional cuisines like Biryani

Street, Bowl Street, Beijing Street, & The Jackpot,

etc.

FreeStand is a trial marketing platform for FMCG

brands to execute product sampling campaigns

in a way that is data-driven and scaleable.

SucSEED Indovation FundUSD 0.13 M SEED ROUND

Mumbai Angels Network, California-based

accelerator Expert DOJO and others
USD 0.15 M -

IxamBee creates enhanced learning for

preparation of competitive exams by using

technology. They provide excellent solutions to

those who are preparing for Bank, SSC, Railways

and other competitive exams.

USD 0.3 M JITO Angel Network and Mumbai AngelsSEED ROUND 

Avni is a Internet-first brand offering eco-friendly

hygienic care products. It offers anti-microbial

products. Its product offerings include cotton

sanitary pads with disposal bags, reusable cloth

pads, menstrual cups, and more.

We Founder CircleUSD 0.07 M -



Tech Mahindra acquired DigitalOnUS, a hybrid cloud and DevOps services provider, for $120 million. 

Mobile gaming platform Mobile Premier League (MPL) acquired e-sports gaming platform GamingMonk. 

iBus Networks and Infrastructure Ltd. has acquired Ubico Networks from Shyam Group in an all-cash deal. 

Instamojo, the full-stack solutions platform for MSMEs, has acquired virtual theatre and vernacular content platform Showman.

Vitra.ai is a provider of AI-based audio and video

subtitle translation systems. The company offers

features like video subtitling systems, video

translations, video transcriptions, audiobook

translations, podcast translations, noise separation

systems, subtitle translations, and speech to text and

text to speech translation systems.
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Inflexor Ventures-

OTHER UPDATES AND M&A DEALS

Undisclosed


